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The Sumeru Press and ACS member Dennis A. Winters, announce the publication of:
SEARCHING FOR THE HEART OF SACRED SPACE
Buddhism, Landscape & Awakening
By Dennis Alan Winters
Paperback, 292 pages, 8” x 10” – Large format
ISBN 978-1-896559-16-2 paperback $34.99; ISBN 978-1-896559-21-6 e-book $7.99 US/CAN
Illustrated with 30 sketches + map; bibliography included
Now available worldwide at all fine online booksellers
The official book launch will be held on May 20th at CBC Studios in Toronto.
A second mini-launch will be held at our ACS6 Toronto symposium.

Searching for the Heart of Sacred Space is about Landscape, Buddhism and Awakening – spoken in the same
breath – exploring ways of being in sacred landscapes, foundations for designing the contemplative garden.
The book’s three parts candidly reveals a path of transformation. The author’s environmental activities and spiritual
awakening lead to his design of a Tibetan Buddhist meditation centre, one of the first in North America. Fueled by
his Cornell University mentor, and guidance from H. H. the Dalai Lama and Zasep Tulku Rinpoche, the author
questions, – “What is the truth of design? How deep would I go to draw inspiration? How deeply am I willing to
know myself in order to design sacred landscape?”
His search draws us into the astounding history connecting Bodh Gaya in India to Kyoto’s temple gardens, through
Mount Kailas, to Pretapuri in Western Tibet, one of Buddhism’s twenty-four sacred tantric sites. Charged with
spiritual agreement between pilgrims and deities, landscape is revealed through three layers of discourse – external,
internal and secret – as the physical manifestation of Buddhist ideals.
As landscape architect and Buddhist, the author personally speaks with these provocative landscapes and the
historical characters who previously addressed their mysteries, supported with extensive textual references.
Discovering layers of subtlety enhanced with hand-drawn sketches in Searching for the Heart of Sacred
Space, you may never look at landscape the same way again.

For more information, and to purchase, go to –

www.talesoftheearth.com
http://www.sumeru-books.com/latest-releases/searching-for-the-heart-of-sacred-space/

